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Cantoni has been working for years to raise the profile of make-up artist, studying their needs in the workplace and developing the most 
effective tools to support their artistic talent and technical skills.

OUR CONCEPT

We believe that to be recognized as talents in the world of beauty it is essential to enter the market in the proper way, enhancing out 
professionalism taking care of our image.

OUR MISSION

Our main objective is to give fashion, make-up and beauty professionals a range of indispensable and technologically advanced products, 
produced with great attention to detail and capable of improving performance in all types of working conditions.

To achieve this goal, Cantoni has performed constant research since 1996 and now boasts the widest and most efficient range of illuminated 
mirrors and workstations in the world, as well as the patent for the exclusive I-light lighting system.

The products are designed not only for professional make-up artists, but also those who simply have a passion for make-up and colour.
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UNIQUE PRODUCTS FROM A TO Z

Each product line by Cantoni follows a different manufacturing process, determined by the materials it consists of:
wood products, aluminium products, wall mirrors and plastic products in fact are manufactured using very different methods by artisans 
with specific expertise. Our supplier network provides us with the highest quality semi-finished products we require and only when we 
receive an order by the customer the product actually enters production.

Each piece can be then created with attention to every detail by our experts and customized according to customer requirements: interior 
spaces, type of lighting, print and logo application.

The ideas, attention to detail and passion we put into our work are the features that makes the difference between a copy and the original: 
a Cantoni station is actually well recognizable thanks to details, that define both functionality and design.

HOW A CANTONI PRODUCT IS CREATED

The first steps towards bringing the original idea to life are taken by Cantoni’s technical office.

Working from a paper sketch to start with, the design is given a three-dimensional aspect using CAD 3D design, which fine tunes the 
functional details of the product The design then passes through the hands of expert Italian masters who work closely with Cantoni and 
are entrusted with the development of prototypes. The prototype is then delivered to Cantoni.

From now on, the prototype is subject to numerous and repeated tests by the various production departments: safety, stability, durability 
and appearance, every one of these aspects is assessed and refined, at times for years, before a version of the product is deemed 
ready to launch.
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CANTONI I-LIGHT LIGHTING SYSTEMThe I-light, EU patent certified by Cantoni, is the only lighting technology specifically designed for beauty professionals: the system is 
characterized by a neutral light emission, with no grey areas, that does not alter the colours.
We have studied every single detail: from the distance between the light points, up to the uniformity of the emission, paying special 
attention to the gradation of colour, set to 4200 Kelvin degrees; we have identified the materials and the ideal solutions to ensure a long 
service life, low power consumption and total safety.

The light sources do not generate heat and they do not need to be removed or cooled down.

The I-light system, like every real design technology, is as functional as it is intuitive to use:
with only one switch the lighting system can be turn ON and OFF and it will be possible to adjust and store the brightness.

All of our workstation are equipped with the I-light system, guaranteeing a perfect lighting in any working condition.

DIMMER BUTTON
Variation in brightness
just hold down the power button 
until the ideal brightness is reached

UNIVERSAL POWER SOCKET
standard EU-USA

POWER CABLE
supplied with Schuko socket, 2 m long

DON’T CALL THEM JUST “BULBS”
I-light light points consist of professional lenses with a high 
degree of light refraction which is spread evenly and with perfect 
colour rendering of the light generated by the LED technology.
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The make-up cases by Cantoni are available in 
4 range types;

EVO pro alternatives: mobile stations unique for line 
and versatility.

VOYAGER lux: mobile stations characterized by the 
exclusive line and their strong visual impact.

VT pro: robust line of mobile stations, designed for 
those who love space and efficiency.

VP compact: line of compact stations, born to travel.

EVO LINE VOYAGER LINE VT AND VP LINE

MAKE-UP CASES
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NEW EVOMOBILE STATIONS UNIQUE FOR LINE AND VERSATILITY

The New Evo line is the result of a redesign of the Evolution model, renown best-seller of Cantoni Evolution case.

Light and handy, this line of mobile make-up stations is characterized, on the outside, by the aluminium profile with rounded corners and, 
inside, by a remarkable capacity. Extremely versatile because compact, durable, easy to carry, is the perfect solution for those who travel 
often, even on foot. It guarantees a professional image at the highest level.

REINFORCED CHROME HINGES SLIDING TRAYS
KEY LOCKS

TRANSPARENT RUBBER WHEELS
with ball bearings

TELESCOPIC TROLLEY
with spring lock button 
REINFORCED STRAP HANDLES
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THERMOFORMED INTERIOR
Magnetic lock sliding trays with 
aluminium guides. Large interior

CANTONI I-LIGHT LIGHTING 
SYSTEM with dimmer button to 
adjust the brightness

SATIN FINISHED ALUMINIUM 
PROFILE
ABS STRUCTURE

◆ Compact to carry

◆ Resistant: thanks to the aluminium band and to rounded corners

◆ Unmistakable: an original and innovative design, indisputably by Cantoni

◆ Fast: telescopic legs for fast opening without assembly

◆ Large: many internal compartments of various sizes.

◆ Customized with logo or picture

Technical Details

NEW EVO - The design make-up station

Working table 860mm high with maximum extension of the telescopic legs

Standard equipment to fasten the 
stand supporting projects. 
Universal power socket
110-240V
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HOLDING PROJECTS STAND
Comfortable and stable support for make-up projects, it fits into the hooks 
on the side of the case.
Made of lightweight and durable aluminium.

DIGITAL SUPPORT FOR STAND
This locking system allows to 
securely fit on the projects stand 
both digital frames and tablets

X4 +SX4
WHEEL SYSTEM FOR 
MAKE-UP CASE
System of strong wheels with lock 
to apply to the legs of the make-up 
case. Folding, it can be stored in 
the suitable carrying bag.
In aluminium.

COVER: TO PROTECT THE CASE
The protective cover for the New-Evo make-up case is made of padded 
and waterproof fabric.
The handles and wheels are not covered and the surface is protected 
against scratches and bumps.

X4 +SX4: HOW TO USE IT
The Rolling System is a useful accessory that allows to easily move the 
make-up case once opened.

NEW EVO - Accessories
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DESIGN WITH ROUNDED LINES
BIG HANDLE IN ANODISED ALUMINIUM WITH KEY LOCKS

TELESCOPIC TROLLEY
with spring lock button

MOBILE STATIONS WITH EXCLUSIVE DESIGN AND STRONG VISUAL IMPACT

Rounded lines and exclusive and attractive design, big aluminium handle , black satin finishes, ABS structure.
The thermoforming process, which creates a single shell, without joints, grants this model non-deformability, 
strength and resistance over time. Case and telescopic legs consists of a single body.

VOYAGER LINE

RUBBER WHEELS
with bearings
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Sliding drawers with magnetic closure and aluminium guides.
The large drawer, retractable in the body of the case is totally removable 
and features a key lock.

◆ Scenografica: size and design ideal to draw attention

◆ Large: internal compartments deep and of different sizes

◆ Safe: large pull-out, retractable drawer with key 

◆ Fast: telescopic legs for fast opening without assembly

◆ Customizable: logos and images printable on both cover and mirror 

VOYSL.TR-10 -The large one

Technical Details

Working table 970 mm high with maximum extension of the telescopic legs

CANTONI I-LIGHT LIGHTING 
SYSTEM with dimmer button to 
adjust the brightness

Standard equipment to fasten the 
stand supporting projects. 
Universal power socket
110-240V
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Sliding drawers with magnetic closure, aluminium guides and large 
compartment.

Lighter and thinner with respect to the eldest sister VOYAGER,
the lit-up make-up station of the Voyager SLIM is the perfect synthesis 
between style, space and ease of transport.

◆ Striking: size and design ideal to draw attention

◆ Large: internal compartments deep and of different sizes

◆ Thin: less thickness to reduce size and lighten the design

◆ Fast: telescopic legs for fast opening without assembly

◆ Customizable: logos and images printable on both cover and mirror 

VOYSL.SLIM.TR-10 - The Slim one

Technical Details

Working table 920 mm high with maximum extension of the telescopic legs

CANTONI I-LIGHT LIGHTING 
SYSTEM with dimmer button to 
adjust the brightness

Standard equipment to fasten the 
stand supporting projects. 
Universal power socket
110-240V
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VOYAGER LINE - Accessories

COVER: TO PROTECT THE CASE
The protective cover of the VOYAGER case is made of padded and 
waterproof technical fabric.
The handles and wheels are not covered and the surface is protected 
against scratches and bumps.

X4 +SX4: HOW TO USE IT
The Rolling System is a useful accessory that allows to easily move the 
make-up case once opened.

HOLDING PROJECTS STAND
Comfortable and stable support for make-up projects, it fits into the hooks 
on the side of the case.
Made of lightweight and durable aluminium.

DIGITAL SUPPORT FOR STAND
This locking system allows to 
securely fit on the projects stand 
both digital frames and tablets

X4 +SX4
WHEEL SYSTEM FOR 
MAKE-UP CASE
System of strong wheels with lock 
to apply to the legs of the make-up 
case. Folding, it can be stored in 
the suitable carrying bag.
In aluminium.
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ANODISED ALUMINIUM PROFILES 
CHROME ACCESSORIES
KEY LOCK

LINE OF STRONG MOBILE STATIONS, DESIGNED FOR SPACE AND EFFICIENCY LOVERS   
 
Both VT and VP lines mobile stations for hair and make-up stand out for their “flight case” style.
Wide range of models of different sizes and with different interior equipments, to offer targeted solutions for different requirements 
and have everything in order and handy.
The structure is lightweight, sturdy and compact, with ABS frames resistant to scratches and wear.
Quick and easy opening and closing system, thanks to the built-in telescopic legs. Details with engraved Cantoni logo.

VT AND VP LINES

TELESCOPIC TROLLEY
with spring lock button
REINFORCED STRAP HANDLES

RUBBER WHEELS
with ball bearings

EQUIPMENT
with standard locking system to 
holding projects STAND
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Trolley with square section 
telescopic handle.
Retractable handle with locking 
button.

Heat-resistant aluminium flaps, 
embossed black paint finish, 
magnetic closure.

Easy to carry, the VT101C make-up case with lights, large and solid, is the 
most classic and sold by Cantoni. Perfect both in beauty salon and 
in motion.

◆ Heat-resistant: the possibility to put hair straightener and hair-dryer 
makes it perfect for hair-styling.

◆ Fast: telescopic legs for fast opening without assembly

◆ Spcious: well compartmentalised and large

◆ Adaptable: the interior compartments can be designed to meet 
specific needs

◆ Customizable: logos and images printable on both cover and mirror 

VT101.C - The heat-resistant one

Technical Details

Working table 940 mm high with maximum extension of the telescopic legs

CANTONI I-LIGHT LIGHTING 
SYSTEM with dimmer button to 
adjust the brightness

Standard equipment to fasten the 
stand supporting projects. 
Universal power socket
110-240V
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Large central compartment, sliding 
trays with aluminium guides, 
magnetic closure

VT101.C.TR - The adaptable one

Trolley with square section 
telescopic handle.
Retractable handle with locking 
button.

CANTONI I-LIGHT LIGHTING 
SYSTEM with dimmer button to 
adjust the brightness

Standard equipment to fasten the 
stand supporting projects. 
Universal power socket
110-240V

The VT101C-TR station is the make-up case that combines ideal capacity, 
comfortable work spaces and transportability.

◆ Wide: the large sliding trays offer large work spaces

◆ Large: deep central container and numerous internal compartments

◆ Fast: telescopic legs for fast opening without assembly

◆ Adaptable: the interior compartments can be designed to meet 
specific needs

◆ Customizable: logos and images printable on both cover and mirror

Technical Details

Working table 940 mm high with maximum extension of the telescopic legs
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Built-in trolley with square section 
telescopic handle. Handle with 
lock button.

Removable trays that can be 
positioned on the sides of the case 
with suitable hooks. Removable 
partitions inside the container

VT.BE- The ultra slim one

The VT-BE mobile make-up case is the one for professionals, the one 
designed to travel: it is characterized by the ultra thin line the versatile 
interior compartments.

◆ Lightweight: practical to carry, among the lightest in the Cantoni 
range on the market

◆ Slim: nicely slender and compact line

◆ Large: offering great support and work spaces

◆ Fast: telescopic legs for fast opening without assembly

◆ Customizable: logos and images printable on both cover and mirror

CANTONI I-LIGHT LIGHTING 
SYSTEM with dimmer button to 
adjust the brightness

Standard equipment to fasten the 
stand supporting projects. 
Universal power socket
110-240V

Technical Details

Working table 880 mm high with maximum extension of the telescopic legs
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Sliding top tray with aluminium 
guides and deep main 
compartment, side drawer with 
magnetic closure.

VT103 - The favourite by PRO-MUA

The VT103 make-up case is the model chosen by most popular make-up 
artists, who appreciate its capacity and the many workspaces.
Side magnetic drawer.

◆ Large: Side retractable drawer with magnetic closure, deep 
main compartment

◆ Convenient: the practical sliding top tray offers a large working area

◆ Fast: telescopic legs for fast opening without assembly

◆ Customizable: logos and images printable on both cover and mirror

Built-in trolley with square section 
telescopic handle. Handle with lock 
button.

CANTONI I-LIGHT LIGHTING 
SYSTEM with dimmer button to 
adjust the brightness

Standard equipment to fasten the 
stand supporting projects. 
Universal power socket
110-240V

Technical Details

Working table 940 mm high with maximum extension of the telescopic legs
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VPET-10 -The compact one with trays

Removable trays that can be 
positioned on the sides of the case 
with suitable hooks. Removable 
partitions inside the container

The lighted make-up case with VPET trolley is the optimal solution for 
make-up artists and hairstylists who need a handy work stations suitable 
for the most different situations.

◆ Light: the lightest on the market

◆ Compact: compact size

◆ Fast: telescopic legs for fast opening without assembly

◆ Versatile: suitable for make-up, hairstyling and aesthetics

◆ Smart: interior with removable partitions and brush holders

◆ Customizable: logos and images printable on both cover and mirror

Built-in trolley with square section 
telescopic handle. Handle with lock 
button.

CANTONI I-LIGHT LIGHTING 
SYSTEM with dimmer button to 
adjust the brightness

Predisposizione di serie per 
l’aggancio del leggio porta progetti.
Presa di corrente universale
110-240V

Technical Details

Working table 880 mm high with maximum extension of the telescopic legs
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VT-VP LINE - Accessories

HOOKING HAIRDRYER HOLDER
It can be hooked to any side of the 
case. In ABS, it does not deform 
with the heat of the hair-dryer

HOLDING PROJECTS STAND
Comfortable and stable support 
for make-up projects, it fits into 
the hooks on the side of the case. 
Made of lightweight and durable 
aluminium.

DIGITAL SUPPORT FOR STAND
This locking system allows to 
securely fit on the projects stand 
both digital frames and tablets.

X4 +SX4 
WHEEL SYSTEM FOR 
MAKE-UP CASE
System of strong wheels with lock 
to apply to the legs of the make-up 
case. Folding, it can be stored in 
the suitable carrying bag.
In aluminium.

COVER: TO PROTECT THE CASE
The protective cover for the VT and VP make-up cases are made of 
padded and waterproof technical fabric.
The handles and wheels are not covered and the surface is protected 
against scratches and bumps.

X4 +SX4: HOW TO USE IT
The Rolling System is a useful accessory that allows to easily move the 
make-up case once opened.
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Two sturdy drawers with aluminium guides and magnetic closure

VT.NAILS - The mobile station for Nail Art

Mobile workstation with trolley for nail reconstruction at home.

Product designed for nail technicians who work at customer’s home, on set 
and in the most different situations: it is a compact case with trolley, which, 
once opened, becomes a convenient nail-art station.

It can also be used as a service table to be combined with a mobile 
make-up station.

Technical Details

Height of the adjustable worktop

Built-in trolley with square section 
telescopic handle. Handle with lock 
button.

Rubber wheels with ball bearings
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Two sliding drawers to extend the support surface for materials without 
cluttering the workspace

Universal hooking system for nail 
reconstruction lamps

VT.NAIL LINE - Accessories

◆ Agile: educed weight and dimensions

◆ Solvent resistant: plastic laminated top

◆ Easy-to-carry: lightweight and equipped with protective cover

◆ Fast: telescopic legs for fast opening without assembly

◆ Adjustable in height

◆ Customizable: printable logo on the side of the case

X4 +SX4
WHEEL SYSTEM FOR 
MAKE-UP CASE
System of strong wheels with lock 
to apply to the legs of the make-up 
case. Folding, it can be stored in 
the suitable carrying bag.
In aluminium.

COVER: TO PROTECT THE CASE
The protective cover for the VT.NAILS is made of padded and waterproof 
technical fabric.
The handles and wheels are not covered and the surface is protected 
against scratches and bumps.

X4 +SX4: HOW TO USE IT
The Rolling System is a useful accessory that allows to easily move the
make-up case once opened.
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LARGE TILTING MIRROR
adjustable in height with 6 I-LIGHT 
LIGHTING points by CANTONI

FOUR STURDY WHEELS
Pivoting with brake 

BRUSH-HOLDING GLASS
removable and washable 

PROJECTS HOLDING STAND
Removable made of aluminium

LINE OF WHEELED MAKE-UP STATIONS WITH LIGHTS

The mobile make-up stations by Cantoni, L200 and L400 stations are designed to dynamically manage the areas dedicated to make-up 
and hair styling. Designed to meet the needs of make-up schools, they are an optimal solution also for decorating in an elegant way, 
professional and convenient, a beauty corner anywhere in the sale point.

Hand crafted by skilled Italian carpenters, they are made of dried beech and hand lacquered with non-toxic paints. In addition to the 
standard black, with minimum quantities, it is possible to order wheeled workstations in other colours.

I-Light dimmer, the exclusive lighting system for the make-up patented by Cantoni, it is fitted as standard on these mobile stations. 

L200 AND L400 LINES
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L200.N FO FULL MIRROR - With front drawer and panoramic mirror

L200X2-FO DOUBLE MIRROR VERSION

The version with panoramic mirror illuminated on 
both sides is ideal for make-up schools: up to 4 

students can work simultaneously on a single station.

Drawer openable in both directions.

Convenient top with front drawer Dressing table Large mirror with lights
embedded I-light 

Dimmer button for adjusting light 
brightness

KNOB to lock mirror tilting angle 
and height

The L200 wheeled make-up station with panoramic mirror, 6 I-light lamps 
embedded flush with the mirror, is the ideal solution to furnish make-up 
corners in shops and stores. The version with double mirror (front and back) 
is ideal for make-up academies.

◆ Sturdy: top quality materials and workmanship guarantee long 
service life. 100% Made in Italy

◆ Large: large main drawer, lower storage shelf and table top offer large 
and convenient spaces

◆ Professional: I-light lighting system specific for face care, with low power 
consumption and adjustable brightness

◆ It can be combined with the LC trolley and the Chair line by Cantoni

Technical Details
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L200.N FO - With front drawer and framed mirror

L200X2-FO DOUBLE MIRROR VERSION

The version with lighted mirror on both sides is 
ideal for make-up schools:  up to 4 students can 

work simultaneously on a single station.

Drawer openable in both directions

I-light lights Dimmer button for 
adjusting light brightness

110-240V universal power socket

Technical Details

KNOB to lock mirror tilting angle 
and height

The L200 wheeled make-up station, with 6 I-light lamps and framed 
universal power socket is the ideal solution for shops and stores, in the 
version with double mirror (front and back) is ideal for make-up academies.

◆ Sturdy: top quality materials and workmanship guarantee long 
service life. 100% Made in Italy

◆ Large: large main drawer, lower storage shelf and table top offer large 
and convenient spaces

◆ Professional: I-light lighting system specific for face care, with low power 
consumption and adjustable brightness

◆ It can be combined with the LC trolley and the Chair line by Cantoni

Convenient top with front drawer Dressing table
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L400.N FO FULL MIRROR - With 4 side drawers and panoramic mirror

Top with 4 convenient drawers 
openable by the side

Technical DetailsThe L400 Full Mirror wheeled make-up station is equipped with 4 large side 
drawers, 6 I-light lamps embedded in the mirror It is an excellent solution 
for furnishing make-up corners in shops and stores. The version with double 
mirror (front and back) is ideal for make-up academies.

◆ Sturdy: top quality materials and workmanship guarantee long 
service life. 100% Made in Italy

◆ Large: the 4 drawers can be opened by the side, bottom storage shelf 
and top table offer large and convenient spaces

◆ Professional: I-light lighting system specific for face care, with low power 
consumption and adjustable brightness

◆ It can be combined with the LC trolley and the Chair line by Cantoni

L400X2-FO DOUBLE MIRROR VERSION

The version with panoramic lighted mirror on 
both sides is ideal for make-up schools: up to 

4 students can work simultaneously on a single station.

Dressing table Large mirror with lights
embedded I-light 

Dimmer button for adjusting light 
brightness

KNOB to lock mirror tilting angle 
and height
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L400.N FO - With 4 side drawers and framed mirror

L400X2-FO DOUBLE MIRROR VERSION

The version with lighted mirror on both sides
is ideal for make-up schools: up to 4 students 

can work simultaneously on a single station.

Technical DetailsThe L400 wheeled make-up station combines space, image and 
professionalism. It features 6 framed I-light lamps and universal power 
socket. Ideal solution for shops and stores. The version with double mirror 
(front and back) is ideal for make-up and hair-styling academies.

◆ Sturdy: top quality materials and workmanship guarantee long 
service life. 100% Made in Italy

◆ Large: the 4 drawers can be opened by the side, bottom storage shelf 
and top table offer large and convenient spaces

◆ Professional: I-light lighting system specific for face care, with low power 
consumption and adjustable brightness

◆ It can be combined with the LC trolley and the Chair line by Cantoni

Top with 4 convenient drawers 
openable by the side

Dressing table I-light lights Dimmer button for 
adjusting light brightness

110-240V universal power socket KNOB to lock mirror tilting angle 
and height
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800 mm 

545 mm

425mm

445x260x95h

7,3 KG

LCN - Service trolley

Trolley available in black, white, silver and fuchsia 
Other colours on request for minimum quantities

The LC wheeled service trolley, practical accessory for any make-up and 
aesthetic treatment  station, is the ideal and coordinated complement of 
L200 ed L400 stations.
Even the LC trolley made of dried and lacquered beech wood, 100% 
Italian craftsmanship.

◆ Convenient: to get the working tools in order and ready to share 
with colleagues

◆ Agile: on 4 pivoting wheels, it can be moved with a finge

◆ Large: 2 shelves with removable and washable thermoformed 
containers. Removable partitions.

It can be combined with wheeled stations and chairs by Cantoni’s line.

Technical Details
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MAKE-UP CORNER LINE

Complete make-up stations by Cantoni, characterized by simple line and materials of the highest quality create functional and magnetic 
make-up corners. They are designed to offer turnkey solutions in situations requiring to set up a professional area, dedicated to beauty 
treatments, in an easy and impeccable way.
Soft and enveloping light emitted by the mirror mounted I-light points makes unforgettable these lighted make-up stations. 

Possibility of customizing corners with minimum order quantities

FIXED MAKE-UP STATIONS

GLOSSY FINISHED CONTAINER TABLE WITH SLIDING TRAYS AND 
MAAGNETIC CLOSURE

TABLE IN WHITENED ASH WITH FRONT DRAWER
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MCR.S - STAND-ALONE MAKE-UP STATIONS WITH LIGHTS

Accessory: satin finished basket 
with interlocking silver cover

Accessory: sign bearer 50 cm 
height + customizable sign 

The top block with sliding trays with magnetic closure hides,at the bottom, 
a large container. Sturdy aluminium guides.

Lit-up stand alone corner  for setting up in a short time Make-up stations 
with high visual impact even in situations when it is not possible to wall 
mount the furnitures.
Ideal for exhibition stands and promotional areas.

Consists of:

◆ Lit-up mirror with 9 light points with I-light technology by Cantoni
◆ Table with sliding drawers and double bottom compartment
◆ Stand-alone pole and anodized aluminium base

Accessories available for MCR.S:
Basket, set for sign

Mirror with dimmer button to 
adjust the brightness. 
Supplied as standard.

The MCR.S stand alone make-up corner, in polished methacrylate, is 
available in black or silver.
The mirror can be customized with printing customer’s logo.

I-light lighting guarantees a long-lasting service life, a soft and enveloping 
light and maximum safety of use.

Technical Details
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Wall-mounted make-up station, in shiny black methacrylate, with mirror
lit-up with I-light system specific for facial care featuring  9 light points light 
arranged around the frame.
Designed for wall-mounting to get make-up stations with high visual impact.

The MCW stations consists of:

◆ Lit-up mirror with 9 I-light point, adjustable in brightness with the 
button positioned on the frame
◆ Table with sliding drawers and double bottom compartment

The MCW make-up corner, in polished methacrylate, is available in black. 
The mirror can be customized with printing customer’s logo.

I-light lighting guarantees a long-lasting service life, a soft and enveloping 
light and maximum safety of use.

MCW - The complete wall-mounted make-up station

The top block with sliding trays and magnetic closure hides, at the bottom, 
a large container. Sturdy aluminium guides.

Mirror with dimmer button to adjust the brightness. Supplied as standard.

Technical Details
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900 mm

700 mm
450 mmAsh wood console table with glass top and high resolution photographic 

print: front drawer with rear block.
Refined and simple lines, it is available in bleached or wenge’ stained ash.
Result of craftsmanship and exclusively manufactured upon request with 
timber whose origin is certified, LPC creates an amazing
make-up station in combination with illuminated make-up mirrors of the 
MDE line and make-up chairs by Cantoni (see image on page 61).

The glass printed image shown in the picture is just for illustrative purposes 
and can be customized according to customer preferences.

In combination with the MDE505  mirror with 12 lights and the S105 chiar, 
this console table is a complete beauty station, with a perfect light system.

Functional design station is ideal for professional and commercial spaces.

Made of whitened ash with front drawer Glass printed top Wenge’ stained ash with front drawer Glass printed top

LPH - The make-up console

Technical Details
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Designed to provide maximum comfort and functionality to beauty make-up artist professionals, the make-up chairs are elegant, functional 
and safe. From 1996 to date, the range has been enriched with different models and details have been refined to obtain high quality 
make-up chairs, which stand out for reliability, portability and durability.
To make the daily work of make-up-artist easier, more comfortable and safe, the materials are chosen with care, the structure and the 
accessories designed in every detail: reinforced support elements for the seat, footrest fast joint system for S102 models, anti-tipping 
structure (for models S104 and S105).
Each of the make-up chair by Cantoni can be supplied with removable headrest, an exclusive feature by Cantoni, reclining and adjustable in 
height, especially useful during long make-up sessions: the model or the customer will keep the head still, comfortable and in an ideal 
position to allow a perfect make-up. The chairs are transportable thanks to the suitable bag (either as trolley or a shoulder bag) and they 
can be customized printing the name or logo.

MAKE-UP CHAIRS
LINE OF CHAIRS for make-up and aesthetics
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S105 - The make-up chair: design and safety

S105 is an exclusive model by Cantoni: elegant design, high load capacity of 
the structure and comfortable seat, is technically innovative for its anti-tilting 
system, which makes it stable and safe.
Seat and armrests colour customizable.

◆ Anti-tipping structure made of anodized 17/20 micron aluminium.
◆ 306 passivated stainless steel finishes.
◆ Armrests in dried ash with matching colour of seat and backrest.
◆ Ergonomic seat
◆ Lightweight and foldable
◆ Customized whit logo
◆ Available accessories (see pages .76-77)

Armrests in stained ash.
The seat and backrest are padded and upholstered with faux leather

Anti-tipping footrest DETACHABLE HEADREST 
on request

Technical Details
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CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
The colour of the seat, backrest and armrests in wood is customizable for minimum order (the colours below are just an example).
The backrest is also customizable with a strip of canvas printed with your own logo.
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Black lacquered beech structure Non-slip and anti-tilting footrest Seat and backrest padded and 
covered with black faux leather

DETACHABLE HEADREST
on demand

Innovative make-up chair created by Cantoni: characterized by the absence 
of the armrests, for ease of movement and make-up operations,
it is hand-crafted in Italy. The original and elegant line makes it perfect 
as a piece of furniture.

◆ Dried beech structure
◆ Anti-tipping
◆ Without armrests
◆ Upholstered seat and backrest
◆ Foldable and easy-to-carry with suitable bag
◆ Customized whit logo
◆ Available accessories (see pages .76-77)

S104 - The make-up chair: comfort and stability

Technical Details
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Black lacquered beech structure, 
varnished steel finishes

COMFORTABLE FOOTREST with  
engraved Cantoni’s logo

Adjustable to two heights DETACHABLE HEADREST 
on request

Professional make-up and aesthetics chair result of Italian handicraft. 
Characterized by the possibility to be adjusted to different heights, to allow 
beauty artist to work always in a correct position, depending on his height 
and that of the customer.

◆ Dried lacquered beech structure, non-toxic paint
◆ Foldable and easy-to-carry with suitable bag
◆ Seat and backrest breathable and washable, wear resistant
◆ Removable backrest
◆ Customized whit logo
◆ Available accessories (see pages .76-77)

S102.N - The double height wooden make-up chair

Technical Details
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Adjustable to two heights Black lacquered FOOTREST with 
anti-slip band and engraved 
Cantoni’s logo FOOTREST rear 
reinforcement

DETACHABLE HEADREST
on demand

Professional make-up and aesthetic chair, produced in Italy. 
Characterized by low weight and the possibility to be adjusted to different 
heights, to allow the beauty artist to work always in the correct position, 
depending on his height and that of the customer.

◆ Anodized aluminium frame to 17/20 microns
◆ 306 passivated stainless steel finishes.
◆ Foldable and easy-to-carry with suitable bag
◆ Seat and backrest breathable and washable, wear resistant
◆ Removable backrest
◆ Customized whit logo
◆ Available accessories (see pages .76-77)

S102.A.2H - The make-up chair made of aluminium with double height

Technical Details
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Steel finishes Black lacquered FOOTREST with 
anti-slip band and engraved 
Cantoni’s logo

FOOTREST rear reinforcement DETACHABLE HEADREST 
on request

Portable chair for professional make-up, produced in Italy. 
Characterized by very low weight which makes it easy to transport.

◆ Anodized aluminium frame to 17/20 microns
◆ 306 passivated stainless steel finishes.
◆ Foldable and easy-to-carry with suitable bag
◆ Seat and backrest breathable and washable, wear resistant
◆ Removable backrest
◆ Customized whit logo
◆ Available accessories (see pages .76-77)

S102.A. - The aluminium make-up chair

Technical Details
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HEADREST HR SYSTEM 
FOR CHAIR

The HR System headrest is 
patented and exclusive by Cantoni.

Ideal for long make-up sessions, 
it allows the customer to feel 
comfortable and to the make-up 
artist to have the face in an optimal 
position for make up.

Adjustable in height and tilt.

Available for all models of make-up 
chairs by Cantoni.

Black painted aluminium structure.

HR COVER
Protective bag for HR SYSTEM with 
comfortable shoulder strap

B02A /B02.A.TR
Padded bag in technical fabric for S102.A and 
S102.A.2H models It allows to carry the chair with 
ease and protects it from scratches and bumps. 
With shoulder strap and handles.
Also available with trolley (mod.B02A.TR)

B02/B02.TR
Padded bag in technical fabric for model S102.N. 
It allows to carry the foldable chair with ease and 
protects it from scratches and bumps.
With shoulder strap and handles.
Also available with trolley (mod. B02.TR)

B02L
Padded bag with technical fabric for model 
S104. It allows to carry the foldable chair 
with ease and protects it from scratches and 
bumps. With shoulder strap and handles.

HR SYSTEM: HOW TO USE IT
The headrest is hooked to the chair without any need for fastening 
accessories. It can be easily adjustable in height and tilting with a 
continuous lever system..

MAKE-UP CHAIRS - Accessories
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LINE OF BAGS FOR MAKE-UP AND AESTHETICS

The range of bags, in technical fabric, for transportation and organization of make-up and accessories is designed for make-up artists, 
beauticians, podiatrists, hair-stylists and nail technicians.
These are versatile, comfortable bags, practical to use and clean. Thermal pocket inside of all models in the range, keeps within the ideal 
temperature for storage of cosmetics during transport, even in summer and in winter.

The technical fabric is also suitable for intensive use and the seams of each beauty case are checked one by one.

It is possible to choose to customize the outside of the bags by Cantoni with a specific logo or name. Hand made in Italy

MAKE-UP BAGS

PADDED TECHNICAL FABRIC EXAMPLE OF PRINTED LOGO ADJUSTABLE AND DETACHABLE 
SHOULDER STRAP
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Cassetto basso 
Small drawers

Cassetto alto
High Drawer
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Embedded trolley with 
telescopic handle

Large side pocket with zipper Large internal thermal space 
at the top

Supplied with hot/cold GEL case 
for preserving products

Rigid chest of drawers with ABS removable and washable drawers,
all drawers are equipped with removable partitions.
Configuration: 2 low drawers and 1 deep

Thermal trolley bag. Characterized by low weight and optimum capacity, 
it is ideal for carrying in a convenient, professional and organized way both 
massive equipment (hair dryer, straighteners ...), that are placed in the upper 
and side pockets, both cosmetic products, that can be placed and divided 
into rigid chest of drawers accessible on the side.

◆ Outside pockets with velcro closure
◆ Upper compartment closed with zipper
◆ Telescopic handle with lock button and trolley wheels
◆ Reinforced handles and removable shoulder strap
◆ Rigid ABS chest of drawers with 1 deep drawer 
(h. 10 cm) and 2 smallest ones (h. 5 cm)
◆ It can be customized with logo

HIGHBOX TROLL.FR - The thermal trolley with rigid chest of drawers

Technical Details
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BEAUTYBOX .FR - Thermal bag with rigid chest of drawers

Rigid chest of drawers with removable ABS drawers Large side pocket with zipper Supplied with hot/cold GEL 
case for preserving products

Technical DetailsThermal bag with shoulder strap. Great combination of portability and 
capacity, it is designed for professionals who often move into town.
Easy to carry and to clean,it comes with internal drawer unit with adjustable 
partitions.

◆ 2 outside pockets
◆ Reinforced handles and removable, adjustable shoulder strap
◆ Rigid ABS chest of drawers with 1 deep drawer 
(h. 10 cm) and 2 smallest ones (h. 5 cm)
◆ It can be customized with logo
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BB2.T - Make-up bag / BB2.N - The nail bag

In the collection of transportable bags, the BB2 model is the lightest.
Convenient and versatile if used alone, it is also the perfect complement to 
both the movable make-up stations by Cantoni and the Highbox bag, 
because, thanks to the rear flap, it can be placed on the handle of the trolley.
Very large, it allows to transport cosmetics and accessories in a convenient 
way, thermally protected and without overloading the mobile workstation.

◆ In technical fabric
◆ Thermal pocket
◆ Fabric reinforced handles
◆ adjustable shoulder strap
◆ It can be customized with logo

Version BB2.T: empty interior
Version BB2.N: equipped with a set of 5 boxes, ideal for nail artists

Rear flap to insert on trolley handle 
all Cantoni make-up stations

BB2.N 
with 5 boxes

THE BOXES
Clip locks and movable partitions 
(from 3 to 21 compartments)

Padded technical fabric, 
zipper closures
Adjustable shoulder strap, 
reinforced handles

BB2.T
Large interior space

370
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280

1,2 KG

Technical Details

Supplied with hot/cold GEL case 
for preserving products
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Embossed ABS bags, anodised aluminium profiles, reinforced handles and key locks. Wheels, trolley and built-in telescopic legs.

Large and sturdy, it can be carried as a handy trolley and used as console/workstation in the operational phase.

STRONG WHEELS WITH BEARINGS

RVBOX - multi-purpose bag
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Reinforced front handle and key locks Multifunctional interior space

The cover, when opened, turns out into a very convenient support surface

  Trolley with built-in telescopic handle

The RVBox, news of 2016, combines the convenience of make-up station 
with built-in telescopic legs with the practicality of traditional  technical 
case. RVBox turns in fact from case in conveniently height-adjustable 
console: the equipment should not be placed on the ground,
safeguarding both functionality and hygiene.
Durable embossed ABS, is perfect for hair-styling and beauty professionals, 
but also for photographers and anyone who need to his equipment safely 
and work in a practical and hygienic way.

Customizable interior on request for minimum quantities.

Technical Details

RVBOX - Rigid trolley bag
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Flybox, polypropylene watertight trolley, perfect for boarding professional set of cosmetics, both solid and liquid, 
in the cargo holds of the plane or ship.

The trolley is waterproof, resistant to corrosive materials and to mechanical shocks.
Easy to carry thanks to 2 pairs of silent and sturdy self-lubricating wheels and to the telescopic handle.

The 2 double lever, anti-jam locks at the top cover and the 2 key locks in the front cover guarantee the safety of products contained.

Several trays and large drawers and well divided allow safe transportation and organization of all material.

4 SILENT AND STURDY 
SELF-LUBRICATING WHEELS

EMBEDDED TROLLEY SIDE HANDLES DOUBLE-LEVER LOCKS

MAKE-UP FLYBOX
High resistance bag
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Central locking with key provided 
as standard:
close simultaneously both covers, 
lids, the top and the front one

TSA approved padlock with 
combination: it allows to close 
securely. The case, but allows the 
authorized security personnel the 
fast content inspection

Lock button to prevent accidental exit of the drawer with the possibility to 
remove it completely

Flybox can be customized with a specific logo.

Divided in a rational and flexible way to store products in a personalized 
and secure way: the front part, protected by the front cover with 180∞ 
opening, removable drawers of different heights (3,0 cm ñ 6 cm ñ 9,5 cm),  
which may in turn be equipped according to specific needs. The drawers 
are equipped with a special button lock, which prevents inadvertent spilling 
from the guides.

Standard configuration:
1 drawer 30 mm high - 2 drawers 60 mm high - 1 drawer 90 mm high

FLYBOX

Technical Details
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WHEELS WITH BALL BEARINGS 
AND BUILT-IN TROLLEY

PRESSURIZATION VALVE AND LEVER LOCKS WITH EASY OPENING
LOCKS WITH COMBINATION PADLOCK

Explorer Cases is a complete line of watertight indestructible cases. The best solution for the protection of valuable professional equipment.
The body of the case is made of thick plastic resin and is characterised by an exceptional resistance to shock, to corrosives, water, 
dust and atmospheric agents in general.

◆ Watertight, resistant to water, chemicals and dust
◆ Resistant to extreme temperatures: from –33° C to +90° C
◆ Pressurization valve and lever locks with easy opening
◆ Specificallydesigned for professional use
◆ 100% Made in Italy

EXPLORER - LARGE TRANSPORT
High strength watertight cases

AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT SIZES
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IMPERMEABILI IMPILABILI CORPO IN RESINA 
AD ALTO SPESSORE

RESISTENTI AGLI
AGENTI CORROSIVI

TEMP. D’USO
-33°C/+90°C

A PROVA DI 
SABBIA E POLVERE

RESISTENTI 
AGLI URTI

A PROVA DI 
SCHIACCIAMENTO

PROGETTATE PER IL
SETTORE MILITARE

ERMETICHE PARTI IN METALLO
ANTI CORROSIONE

CHIUDIBILI CON
LUCCHETTO

GARANTITE
AL 100%

Large capacity case line, waterproof and shockproof. Suitable for the 
transport of equipment and tools, ensuring maximum protection.
Suitable for air transport and by truck.

Example of storing different Cantoni products in an Explorer case (Code 10840.B E) it 
contains a make-up chair S102A, an illuminated VT 
station and a lighting stand with TRI425 umbrella.
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THE LINES OF TABLETOP MIRRORS WITH LIGHTS

The lit-up table make-up mirrors by Cantoni come from the reinterpretation of a classic object: craftsmanship and cutting-edge lighting 
technology, innovative materials such as methacrylate  and traditional materials like wood contribute to the creation of elegant, functional 
mirrors featuring a lighting system ideal for professional make-up. Born to decorate beauty spaces, the table mirrors by Cantoni are 
perfect to set up the training rooms of schools and academies for professional make-up artists.

Make-up mirrors with table lamps are available in LTV, MDT and MW lines.

CLASSIC
Dried beech wood, textured paint, non-toxic coating

MODERN
Elegant polished methacrylate

LTV and MDT LINES
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Pivoting mirror MOD. FULL MIRROR:
The 6 lights and dimmer button 
to adjust the brightness are 
embedded into the the mirror

MOD. WITH FRAME
6 light points that are placed in 
the mirror frame and universal 
power socket

LTV - The 6-light table top mirror in wood

LTVX2
Two-sided mirror,front/back 
present on both sides

Table-top lighted mirror with frame in fine lacque-
red beech wood. Classic line, selected materials, 
craftsmanship and I-light lights make it ideal to 
furnish high-level corner dedicated to make-up 
and beauty.

Also available in version with
double-sided mirror front/back.

◆ Double support foot
◆ Pivoting
◆ 6 I-light lights
◆ 110-240V power socket
(only available in version with frame)

Technical Details

LTV LTV FULL MIRROR
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LACQUERING IN DIFFERENT COLOURS ON REQUEST AND FOR MINIMUM QUANTITIES
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Solid base with rounded corners I-light lighting professional system with 12 light spots adjustable 
in brightness

MDT - The 12 lights polished methacrylate table top mirror

I-light system lighted mirror with 12 light spots for professional make-up. 
The soft lines and brightness of methacrylate makes it a charming piece 
of furniture in commercial environment, beauty salons, make-up corners 
in glamour environments.

◆ Power button/back light adjustment
◆ 12 I-light lamps adjustable in brightness
◆ 110V/240V compatible

Technical Details
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ON REQUEST AND FOR A MINIMUM NUMBER OF PIECES, AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT COLOURS.
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Sturdy base with rounded corners I-light lighting professional system with 6 light spots adjustable 
in brightness

Lighted mirror in polished methacrylate with I-light system, 6 light spots, 
specifically designed for make-up and face skin care. 
Light with adjustable intensity.
Compact in size, it is ideal for creating visual impact make-up corners.

◆ Power button/back light adjustment
◆ 6 I-light lamps adjustable in brightness
◆ 110V/240V compatible

MW01T - The 6-light table top mirror in polished methacrylate

Technical Details
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6 I-light lights
Universal power socket

“DRAG and DROP” system

MW01.TSK is the new 6 light transportable multi-purpose mirror by 
Cantoni collection, designed for mobile use and to be set up in minutes 
in both classrooms and seminar rooms, courses and backstage.
Thanks to the special support and hooking system, “drag & drop”, it can 
be used either resting on a table top and wall-mounted. Light, it is 
transported with the padded suitable carrying bag equipped with 
handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
The embossed ABS structure makes it durable and easy to handle.

◆ Frame in embossed ABS
◆ Universal front power outlet
◆ Aluminium back for back-to-wall support
◆ I-light 6 adjustable lights adjustable in brightness
◆ 110V-240V compatible
◆ Transportation and protection bag

Padded protection cover in technical fabric

MW01.STK - The 6 light transportable multi-purpose mirror

Technical Details
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SUPPORT MODE
When the rear support is open the mirror can be used on a table top.

WALL-MOUNTED
When the rear support is closed and locked 

the mirror must be wall mounted.

HOW DOES THE ‘DRAG & DROP’ WORKS?
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WALL LINE OF ILLUMINATED MIRRORS

Lighted wall mirrors Cantoni are divided into two lines MDE500 and MW lines.

The MDE500 line consists of modular mirrors with 35 mm anodized aluminium profiles;
the MDE mirrors come with 6 or 12 bright professional I-light lamps, embedded according embedded flush with the surface.
The line of mirrors MDW is instead consists of large wall mirrors with polished methacrylate 9 I-light intensity 
adjustable lights inserted into a frame.

The study of distances between different points of light, luminous gradation perfectly neutral to 4200 kelvin, low power consumption and 
the total absence of heat emission make them ideal for professional make-up and hairstyling.

Italian artisan production.

ITALIAN PRODUCTION
Advanced machines and robotic procedures, 
to ensure maximum accuracy

MDE AND MDW LINES

ANODISED ALUMINIUM 35 MM
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I-light brightness adjustable lenses. Stainless steel switch

Cantoni has combined the unique quality of the exclusive I-light system, 
specific for make-up, with large mirrors and easy to combine to fit any space.
The range of MDE mirrors, with linear and essential lines, fits perfectly in any 
room. Italian artisan production.

◆ Anodized aluminium structure
◆ Mirror thickness 4 mm
◆ Power button with dimmer
◆ 6 or 12 I-light lamps
◆ 3 standard sizes
◆ Cut to size upon request
◆ 110-240V compatible

MDE501 MDE505 MDE502

Technical Details

MDE

MDE line mirrors are easy to install and do not require a wall switch.

MDE501 - mm 800x600x25
MDE502 - mm 1000x 707x25
MDE505 - mm 700x1000x25
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MDE505 Stand Alone

I-light brightness adjustable lenses. Stainless steel switch Accessory: satin finished basket 
with interlocking silver cover

Technical DetailsMDE505 mirror with lights in the stand-alone version: support bar with foot in 
anodized aluminium. The support bar can be completed on the back side with 
a backlit light-box panel for adversting.

Ideal solution to furnish functional, effective and appealing make-up corners. 
Fast set up. Customization service available.
 
◆ Support bar with foot in anodized aluminium
◆ Height of the support bar max mm1850
◆ Optional accessories available: shelves, satin finished basket 
◆ Completable with backlit light-box panel
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MDW is a lighted mirror for professional make-up.
It allows to create great effect make-up stations, flooding with light the entire 
environment. The special I-Light light creates a round light effect, wrapping the 
face without any shadowing effect and without generating heat. 
Polished methacrylate structure with 9 light with adjustable brightness. 
Front power switch.
Italian artisan production.

◆ Methacrylate structure
◆ Power button with dimmer
◆ 9 I-light lights
◆ 110-240V compatible

I-light lenses with adjustable brightness. Front switch.
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Technical Details

MDW

The mirrors of the MDW line are easy to install and do not require a wall switch.
Available colours: black, white, silver.

MDW MIRROR - mm 455x595
MDW SIZE - mm 470x650x50
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Methacrylate or tempered glass shelves available in 3 sizes, 
ice or transparent effect.
Ideal complement for MDE mirrors.

◆ Anodized aluminium profile
◆ asy and safe mounting
◆ 100% made in Italy

Clear glass with anodized aluminium profile. 

Easy and safe mounting.

Ice effect methacrylate with 
anodized aluminium profile.

Easy and safe mounting

SHELF - Shelves line

Technical Details
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BACKLIT FRAMES

The ‘Visual’ line was conceived with the aim of making display advertising, in stores and exhibition spaces, more practical and attractive.

The “Visual” range consists of backlit frames, entirely made in Italy, equipped with the innovative image insertion spring system.
LED back lighting, with minimum power consumption, gives unparalleled contrast to the colours of the image. 
Inserting and replacing the photos into the frame is done through a simple hand pressure.
The anodized aluminium profile is designed in detail. No external transformer is required, unlike traditional neon/LED lighted panels: 
all technology of the system is contained in only 4.5 cm thick. 
The sturdy profile allows to create, even customized, special large frames, with the guarantee of a total non-deformability.
The backlit panel by Cantoni, due to its lightness and ease of installation, is very close to a painting.

IMAGES IN BACKLIT FRAMES ARE INTERCHANGEABLE WITH 
A SIMPLE SPRING SYSTEM

SOLID ANODISED 
ALUMINIUM FRAME

VISUAL LINE
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1035 mm

45 mm
735 mm

Button lighting the luminous frame

LED backlit frame with spring image interchange system, an exclusive
by Cantoni. Integrated transformer and power button on the side. Lightweight, 
anodized aluminium profile of only 4.5 cm, instant set-up. 
High quality and technology ensure durability and reliability.

PH is available in two different models:
- For wall mounting
- Stand alone with support bar

PH - Light panel

(Standard) dimension: 735mm x 1035mm x 45mm
Standard frame: anodised silver or black aluminium 
Back: aluminium and LDP

Additional services: high quality printing service on translucent film.

Possible customizations:
- Frame finish
- Size
- Image

In the stand-alone version, the PH frame support bar and foot and the 
back of the frame is designed for easy mounting. The support  can be 
completed with shelves, than can be hanged both on the front and at 
the back.

Technical Details

735 mm

2500 mm

1035 mm
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800 mm

45 mm1200 mm

600 mm

600 mm

The MPH luminous frame, with built-in mirror, features the ability to insert in 
the aluminium profile an image, which acquires particular prominence thanks to 
LED back lighting. The image in high resolution, is printed directly on glass. 
Integrated transformer and power button on the side.
Profile of only 4.5 cm in anodized aluminium, quick installation.

High quality and technology ensure durability and reliability.

MPH is available in two different models:
- With neutral mirror
- With lighted mirror

In the model with lighted mirror, the lights, neutral to 4200∞ kelvin, are 
equipped with the I-light Cantoni system, specific for facial care, and 
are adjustable in brightness.

(Standard) dimension: 1200mm x 800mm x 45mm
Size of the mirror: 600mm x 600mm

Standard frame: anodised silver or black aluminium Back: aluminium 
and LPD

Possible customizations:
- Frame finish
- Frame size
- Size of the mirror
- Imagine on glass

Button lighting the luminous frame

Technical Details

MPH - Wall-mounted light frame with mirror
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615 mm

205 mm615 mm

Support for installation on shelf Power cable

(Standard) dimension: 815mm x 815mm x 45mm
Standard frame: anodised silver or black aluminium
Back: aluminium and LDP

Possible customizations:
- Frame finish
- Size
- Image

Additional services: high quality printing service on translucent film.

The luminous frames are a tool to create atmosphere and reduce the use of 
other light sources (and therefore also the consumption) during night time,
in shops, windows and professional environments.

PH Table is a LED backlit luminous frame with back support and image spring 
interchange system, adjustable on benches, display and in temporary 
installations as advertising tool convenient and practical.

Integrated transformer and power button on the side.
Lightweight, anodized aluminium profile of only 4.5 cm, instant set-up.
High quality and technology ensure durability and reliability.

PH.TABLE - Luminous frame as support

Technical Details
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ACCESSORIES
ACCESSORIES FOR PRODUCTS BY CANTONI

Bags and trolleys for transportation, containers, accessories complementing mobile make-up stations.

Products by Cantoni become even more functional thanks to the accessories designed to complement and protect them. 

The range of accessories include:

●     protective covers for make-up cases
●     system of wheels and side-locked stand for make-up cases
●     bags and trolleys to transport make-up chairs
●     adjustable headrest for different models of make-up chairs
●     lighting stands
●     stools
●     belt bags and belts for beauty artist
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LIGHTING KIT TRI425

Consisting of:

tripod, lamp holder, umbrella

TRIPOD WITH CASE

Black aluminium structure with adjustable 
height. Foldable and easy to transport with 
its case

MAKE-UP UMBRELLA

The professional umbrella, available in black 
and white, comes with case.

The umbrella can be customized 
with your logo.

ST114
Adjustable fabric belt with pockets 
and brush and accessories holder

ST113
Brush holding clutch bag in wa-
shable and waterproof black fabric.
With transparent internal pocket. 
Clip closure

B03
Bag with brush holding pocket It 
can be worn to the belt or
applied to the arm of the chair.

KH
Towel holder in washable technical 
fabric. It can be hooked to the arm 
of the chair, to the HR headrest or 
to the belt.
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STOOL45
725 g

MAX 200 Kg

STOOL55
800 g

MAX 225 Kg

STOOL65
850 g

MAX 250 Kg
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STOOL
High-tech aluminium stool with folding telescopic legs.

Tear-proof and perforated anti-sweating seat. Rubber feet equipped with 
anti-dive large edging.

The materials used make it lightweight and unbreakable.
available in 45 cm, 55 cm, 65 cm in height, it ensures total comfort 
to whoever sits.

STN
Black lacquered beech foldable stool. Seat in washable technical fabric.

Italian artisan production.

ST.N BAG: version with large side pockets, zip closure 
ST.N: standard version

It is recommended to use with nails case

Technical Details
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CANTONI TRADING SRL

Headquarters
Via Guardia di Rocca 10 - 47899 Galazzano - Rep. San Marino

Registered Office e Showroom
Strada degli Angariari 25 - 47891 Rovereta - Rep. San Marino

Tel. (+378) 0549 977527 - Fax (+378) 0549 876501

sales@cantonionline.com
www.cantonionline.com
www.cantonishop.com

All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology. 
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.

We are always available to respond to every request and question about products. 
Our technical department is then available for custom projects

PLEASE NOTE:
Cantoni reserves the right to modify at any time the items in the catalogue for technical or commercial purposes. 
Shipments are made from our offices in San Marino

©cantoni2015
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